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About This Content

Discover the subtle beauty of the New Mexico landscape. Its nickname - “Land of Enchantment” - fits perfectly. A lot of unique
natural scenery will accompany you during all hauls, two trips will never feel the same.

Drive through urbanized areas like Albuquerque, sparsely populated trading posts, rest stops in the middle of the desert, lush
forests and mountain ranges. New Mexico has a lot to offer in terms of landscape variety. Cross Rio Grande, visit Carson

National Forest, Baylor Peak, Pyramid Rock and other natural landmarks.

Spend your night, rest, refuel and repair your truck on one of the many unique truck stops around New Mexico's highways.
Admire the red sunsets while driving past recognizable monumental rock formations.

New Mexico (Navajo: Yootó Hahoodzo) is the fifth largest by area and the 36th most populous of the U.S. states. This corner-
state has diverse nature which includes deserts, high plains, and mountains. The climate is generally semi-arid to arid because

New Mexico has very little water.

Key Features

 Over 4,000 miles of new in-game roads

 14 major cities, including Albuquerque, Santa Fe, and Roswell

 11 custom rest/truck stops for parking and refueling
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 More than 600 completely new 3D graphics assets

 Complex and realistic custom-built junctions and Interstate interchanges

 8 new company docks and industries

 Unique landmarks both natural and man-made

 New Mexico achievements to unlock

Cities included in the expansion
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Dual core CPU 2.4 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTS 450-class (Intel HD 4000)

Storage: 100 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Bulgarian,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Polish,Por
tuguese,Romanian,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Turkish,Ukrainian
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It's a good game, but there are no checkpoints and that drives me INSANE!. I'm a big fan of marble poppers in general, and 
Luxor Evolved is one of the best I've played. The flashy neon and techno aesthetic makes it stand out from other games of the
genre, and fits with the fast-paced gameplay full of powerups and explosions. Can get a bit repetitive, but there's some nice
variation in the form of bonus stages and boss battles.. I was dubious when I saw the price, I mean how could anything good be
this cheap?

Then I played the game. It is fantastic. It plays smoothly, isn't the buggy horror show that the recent X-series games have been,
and scratches that itch perfectly. The game is easy to get into, not too "grindy", and generally is a very pleasant (if slightly
addictive) game that I feel is great value for money.

It is nice to play a game for once where I felt that I got a great deal.. It's an original game for sure, but it's not very fun. Too
repetitive, and non-stop action. So You only do one thing,it's shooting robots.
. Controls are not working pressing space a lot nothing happen.
. Play this whenever you are in the mood for a real proper HOG.

Sure, it has neither story cutscenes or puzzles unlike current HOGs\/HOPAs.

But what it does have are solid HOG scenes, think Where's Wally. Sometimes, old school is still the best.. Well. The gameplay is
pretty much shown in the trailer. It's actually very thought provoking after in introduces multiple hexagons getting moved with
multiple colors to align correctly.

The sounds are pretty decent I suppose. I don't really listen to the music when I'm playing puzzle games to be honest. The noise
after you beat a level is pretty great though. It makes you feel like you accomplished something phenomenal.

Only minor issue with the game is the wrong cog may turn sometimes which makes it rather hard to do things quickly
unfortunately. Also, if you are anything like me and you get in to the zone and accidentally rotate the wrong cog you might freak
out and try to correct it and end up rotating another wrong cog and just completely ruin your puzzle.

Thankfully there's a color blind mode because the orange doesn't look like orange and I'm sure color blind people would get a
kick out of this game too. $5 seems a little steep to be honest, however the $2 i got it for seems a little on the cheap side since
there's 8 worlds with 12 levels each (that I can see right off the bat.) I don't know how much value $5 is to some people and how
little it is to some people, but just know it's worth your time to play if you like puzzles. Prunk saw game called "Dandy" and
soon realized it is not same game from Atari in the 1980s. That was a dungeon game. Prunk likes dungeons but this floaty
clouds, side-scrolly game is good, too. Just not dark and dungeon-y. So, Prunk play game and Prunk die. Back to beginning.
Prunk frustrated but want to get better at game so play again, and again, and again. Prunk keep dying, but keep playing to win,
even though no scores - must reach end! No reach end, but game good. Remind Prunk of Centipede or Space Invaders, but
sideways. Dandy character floats through kingdom on lollipop with candy cane weapon that shoot at different types of enemies.
Candy cane sometimes seem to fire blanks even when it look like direct hits on enemies. This would be less problem if Prunk
had battleaxe, but candy cane shooter more appropriate. Learned fast shooting not so great at damage, but Prunk panic and do
faster shooting most times. Probably why keep dying. Interesting item boosts at end of phases, like "Ego Boost" -- all that long,
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floaty black hair on Dandy made Prunk grunt-chuckle. Prunk say:

Fun & Entertaining - 5 \/ 5 grunts
Skill Leveling - n\/a
Action Intensity - 3 \/ 5 grunts
Storyline - 4 \/ 5 grunts
Playability - 4 \/ 5 grunts
Addictive - 4 \/ 5 grunts
OVERALL - 4 out of 5 grunts
Now Prunk get back to game and try to reach phase 3, maybe invite other gamer friends to try race feature, maybe.. bless ur life
and play this game. crashed 3 times after I died to the boss and left me with no Taskbar.
Had to restart my pc twice
10/10
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One of my favorite games. The action is straightforward 3-marble, but the graphics, sounds, and pace are just right. There are
no frilly side goals and no cut scenes. Even the levelling up is done for you so you can get back to shooting those Tron-ish
marbles without interruption. It's the only game of this sort that I've replayed many times.. Won't run on i7 3930K 4.5ghz
GTX1080 and 32gb RAM. Tried reinstalling, renaming files, etc. Rubbish.. A masterpiece. Nuff said.. Most. Intense. Versus.
Game. Ever.. character us floaty as ♥♥♥♥, you can ignore most enemies and the perfomance is♥♥♥♥♥. This is a game that
brings me back to my childhood when I used to own some of the old Atari games I had received for the PS1. Of course, Atari
existed wayyy before I was even thought of, but Luxor Evolved is a great game that brings back the nostalgic feel to those who
had the experience of playing such old school classics. Also, there's epic music involved too as well, which makes the gameplay
experience all the more better.

I bought Luxor Evolved for my mother, showed it to her one night, and left her with the game as I fell asleep. Hours later, in the
early morning, I awoke to hear her screaming, "I BEAT THE GAME!" I was so glad that she enjoyed it, and even when I talked
about it to her later on (during a reasonable hour), she told me that she'll play it again.

I have played some of the prior Luxor games, and I would have to say that this one is the most challenging, yet it's the best for
new people to start.

If you have a love for arcade games, this is the title for you.. Current WR holder for any% here. Intrusion Protocol is a
wonderful sit-down platformer experience with exquisite controls. Every death I've had, whether it was during my blind
playthrough or in my record run, felt like it was my fault - a trolltastic feeling that most platformers in this same vein get wrong.
The game's on the short side, but it was absolutely built with speedrunning in mind, and I plan the time as far down as I can.. this
is an awesome game. for real. if you liked 16bit classic beat'em ups, this is the game for you. it plays like it should and it feels
great.. As a space game fanatic, this game is a hidden gem. I am having a lot of fun with it. For this price it is a steal.

You could say it is an X light, but I like the combat here much better. I wish X games could implement a combat system like
this. Also to GUI is much easier to navigate. Good job.. It wouldn't even load for me. I was extremely excited to play this, and I
played the demo initially, until I was saddened to see that it never loaded, and I had to get a refund. My computer is pretty up to
date in hardware, so I find it hard to believe there was any reason it wouldn't have played on my end. I even disabled my firewall
in case it was seen as a virus or something.
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